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Abstract
Reference attribute grammars (RAGs) have reached a level of maturity where they are supported by several tools, and have gained traction in both academic and industrial language tool development. However, despite a lot of accumulated knowledge of how to best develop RAGs in practice, there is limited support to guide practitioners.

In this paper, we address this issue by focusing on one RAG tool, JastAdd, and by defining principles and patterns for development of RAGs with this tool. We evaluate the proposed principles and patterns with an exploratory empirical study with 14 practitioners, with a mix of beginners and experienced users from both academia and industry. The results indicate that the principles and patterns capture the practice of developing JastAdd RAGs well, help practitioners to become aware of useful patterns, and provide a common language to more efficiently reason about the practice of developing JastAdd RAGs.

CCS Concepts:
• Software and its engineering → Formal language definitions; Translator writing systems and compiler generators; Designing software.
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1 Introduction
Reference attribute grammars (RAGs) [Hedin 2000] is an executable specification formalism that can be used for generating extensible compilers and other language-based tooling. Fundamental differences to classical attribute grammars [Knuth 1968] include that attributes can be reference-valued, which supports superimposing graphs on top of abstract syntax trees, and on-demand evaluation, which supports more flexible attribute dependencies.

RAGs have reached a level of maturity where several systems support them, like JastAdd [Hedin and Magnusson 2003], Silver [Van Wyk et al. 2010], and Kappa [Sloane 2009], and they are used for development of language tools in both academia and industry. For example, there are Java and C compilers implemented using RAGs, like ExtendJ [Ekmans and Hedin 2007b], ableJ [Van Wyk et al. 2007], and ableC [Kaminski et al. 2017], as well as industrial products, like Modelon’s Optimica Compiler Toolkit [Äkesson et al. 2010a] that implements the Modelica language [Modelica 2017]. RAGs are also used in numerous research projects, and taught in graduate courses.

However, despite a lot of accumulated knowledge of how to best develop RAGs in practice, the support for practitioners is limited. In the early days of a formalism/tool, the knowledge around good practices for it is typically limited, and possibly also less needed since applications are usually small. But as the user population grows, as applications grow in size, and as new users start to use the tool, with little personal connection to the tool creators, the lack of explicit guidelines hampers developers in gaining proficiency with the tool. Consequently, there is a need to find suitable means to document existing knowledge of good practices.

In this paper, we pick one RAG tool, JastAdd, and attempt to describe the main principles and patterns for designing JastAdd RAGs, to guide practitioners. To formulate these principles and patterns, we draw on extensive experience of RAGs from developers of JastAdd, from developers of many applications using the tool, and from courses that use JastAdd. We evaluate the proposed list of principles and patterns empirically via four focus groups with a mix of beginners and experienced JastAdd RAG users, from both academia and industry. We find support for the proposed list in that the principles and patterns appear to capture how JastAdd RAGs are developed in practice, and we further
see that the list helps participants to become aware of new patterns, and provide them with a language to reason about their development of JastAdd RAGs. The contributions of this paper are the following:

- a list of principles and patterns for JastAdd-style RAGs.
- an empirical evaluation of the suggested patterns and principles.

We believe that the principles and many of the patterns hold also for other RAG systems, but the exact patterns might vary due to differences in features and the supported AST model. To aid further work in investigating this, we have identified which particular RAG features are used for each pattern.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows; we set the stage with some background about JastAdd RAGs in Section 2, introduce identified principles and patterns in Section 3 and Section 4, empirically evaluate principles and patterns in Section 5, review related work in Section 6, discuss our results in Section 7, and conclude the paper in Section 8.

2 JastAdd RAGs

The JastAdd RAG tool represents programs as abstract syntax trees (ASTs) defined by node types specified in an object-oriented abstract grammar. Attributes are added to node types or node type interfaces in aspect modules, using inter-type declarations like in AspectJ [Kiczales et al. 2001]. An attribute is a derived node property defined by an equation. The tool generates Java code where the node types and interfaces are translated to Java classes and interfaces, and attributes to methods on the classes.

An equation is associated with an AST node type, and defines an attribute (its left-hand-side) as equal to a right-hand side expression over attributes in the AST node and its children. The defined attribute can be either an attribute in the node itself, or an attribute of a child node. In JastAdd, the expression is written as an arbitrary Java expression, but that must be observationally pure [Naumann 2007], i.e., without externally visible side-effects. For practical purposes, it may be written as a Java method body with local side-effects.

An attribute value can be accessed in an equation right-hand side, or from an external tool. To access the value, its corresponding method is called. The attribute evaluator then computes the value of the attribute by evaluating the right-hand side of its defining equation, which may in turn lead to new attribute evaluations. Attribute values are memoized (cached), so that if an attribute value is accessed more than once, the memoized value is returned directly at future accesses [Jourdan 1984]. (If the AST is edited, dependent memoized attributes need to be updated or cleared, e.g. using the algorithm presented in [Söderberg and Hedin 2012].)

2.1 Attribution Mechanisms

A JastAdd attribute can have any Java type, including references to AST nodes. With reference attributes, it is possible to specify graph structures, like name binding graphs, inheritance graphs, control-flow graphs, etc.

JastAdd supports the following attribute mechanisms:

- An intrinsic attribute is declared in the abstract grammar and is given a value when the AST is constructed. Typically, it is used for representing a token value, but it can also be a reference to a node in the AST.
- A synthesized attribute has a defining equation in the same node as the attribute declaration.
- An inherited attribute has a defining equation in some ancestor of the node declaring the attribute. It can be used for propagating information downwards in an AST.
- An equation for an inherited attribute of a child node holds for the whole subtree of that child. The value is said to be broadcasted to the child subtree. Many AG systems have similar mechanisms for avoiding so-called copy rules.
- A higher-order attribute (HOA) has the value of a fresh AST, and it can itself have attributes [Vogt et al. 1989]. HOAs are also known as nonterminal attributes.
- A parameterized attribute (and its corresponding method) takes one or more arguments. The defining equation can make use of the arguments to define the value, so that there is in effect one attribute value per combination of argument values. Each such value is memoized individually. Synthesized, inherited, and higher-order attributes can all be parameterized.
- A node type interface can contain both attribute declarations and equations. The interface can be applied to an arbitrary node type, which will then be a subtype of the interface, and inherit (in the object-oriented sense) all the attributes and equations in the interface.
- An equation can be overridden in a subtype. This allows default equations to be defined in supertypes By placing equations in a most general node type ASTNode (supertype of all other node types), defaults can be defined for the whole AST.
- A collection attribute is defined by contributions that can be anywhere in the AST. The value of a collection is the combination of all its contributions using a commutative operation, for example additions to a set [Boylan 1996].
- A circular attribute has a definition that may transitively depend on itself, and is evaluated using fixed-point iteration [Magnusson and Hedin 2007]. In-place attribute-dependent node rewrites are also supported and are equivalent to circular higher-order attributes [Söderberg and Hedin 2015].
3 Principles

To guide JastAdd RAG design, we have identified three overarching design principles: declarative thinking, AST-embedded data structures, and structure-shy specification. These principles are intended to help developers construct reusable and extensible specifications, taking advantage of RAG features and avoid resorting to conventional programming.

3.1 Declarative Thinking

In writing an equation defining an attribute, it is advised to formulate the definition as an expression over other attributes, introducing new helper attributes as needed. This is called the declarative thinking principle [Hedin 2009], in contrast to more operational thinking that focuses on how to traverse the AST in order to compute things. Once the new attributes have been introduced, the principle is applied again in order to define their values.

Declarative thinking in RAGs has similarities to stepwise refinement in imperative programming and functional decomposition in functional programming, but requires specific design decisions that newcomers may need some time to learn: deciding where to declare a new attribute (in the same node as the equation, in a child node, or in a remote node), deciding what kind of attribute it should be (synthesized, inherited, collection, higher-order, ...), and avoid thinking about order of computation.

While deciding where to place attributes and what kind to use is often quite easy, it is a learning threshold to understand when to use inherited attributes. The key is to think of inherited attributes as queries delegated to the context. Another learning threshold is to avoid thinking about order of computation. A key to accepting why order of computation is unimportant is understanding that accessed attributes are memoized, so that calling them several times will not lead to inefficiencies.

3.2 AST-Embedded Data Structures

Claiming that the AST is sufficient as a data structure may be counterintuitive for developers that have worked with traditional compilers, and are used to constructing separate symbol tables, call graphs, etc. However, because the AST can be extended in a number of ways, it is possible to embed elaborate structures in the AST: reference attributes allow graphs to be constructed, higher-order attributes allow the AST to be extended with new structure, and abstract interfaces with attributes allow new roles to be added to existing AST nodes. The advantage of using the (attributed) AST this way is that the embedded data structures themselves become extensible, and that computations over them can be formulated declaratively using attributes [Hedin 2000].
3.3 Structure-Shy Specification

Structure-shy software means that computations should use minimal information about the specific data structure they are operating on [Lieberherr 1996] [Lämmel et al. 2003]. In particular, the goal is to make the computation independent on data types that need to be traversed in order to find the interesting parts of the data structure. XPath expressions [Clark et al. 1999] is one example of constructs supporting structure-shy programming.

In RAGs, structure-shy specifications are supported, in particular, by inherited attributes, broadcasting, collection attributes, and equations on the ASTNode type. With inherited attributes, equations do not have to explicitly traverse the parent (with getParent) to get information from the context, thus making the node structure-shy both to the type of its parent and to its position among the children of its parent. With broadcasting, an inherited attribute of a node is computed by an ancestor node, and is independent on all intermediate nodes in the AST. With collection attributes, the collection value is constructed from contributions anywhere in the AST, independently of other nodes. The use of equations on the most general node type ASTNode can be used, e.g., for generic traversal of the tree, without having to take specific node types into account.

All these mechanisms make it easy to write high-level structure-shy specifications where new node types can be added that either reuse or adapt the specification, e.g., by overriding equations. At the same time, a specification can be complex to understand, since equations that may apply to a specific node type may be located in many different places in the specification. Understanding how to extend and adapt a specification can therefore be non-trivial. Tooling that can help in understanding and debugging RAG specifications is a largely unexplored area. An example of a simple tool is DrAST [Lindholm et al. 2016] that can visualize ASTs and their attribute values, allowing a developer to explore a specification interactively.

3.4 Design Trade-Offs

Design involves trade-offs, and just because a principle is possible to apply, it does not mean that it has to be followed slavishly. The goal of the above principles is to make specifications concise, modular, and extensible, but there may also be costs involved, both in performance and in complexity of the specification. Some attributes (rewrites, circular, collection) have higher overhead than others (synthesized, inherited, HOAs), and refactorings to the simpler attributes can lead to more efficient but less elegant and/or less structure-shy code.

Furthermore, it is possible to combine attributes with imperative code. One way is to encapsulate an imperative computation by an attribute, in which case the imperative computation must only have local effects. Another way is to simply let imperative code use attributes. The border between what is computed by attributes and what is computed by imperative code can then be a design trade-off. In JastAdd, external tools can use the AST and access the attributes for any purpose. The external tools can treat the AST as if it is fully evaluated with all attributes according to the specification, although the evaluation of the attributes will actually not happen until they are accessed.

Encapsulating imperative code by an attribute can sometimes be preferable to breaking down the computation into many small attributes. An example of this trade-off is the problem of assigning a unique number to each node in an AST. One design is to use a map attribute in the root node and let the equation right-hand-side do an imperative traversal to fill the map. An alternative design is to define an attribute pred that refers to the predecessor in a preorder traversal, and define the number of each AST node as one more than the number of its predecessor [Öqvist 2018, Chapter 3.7]. This latter design may be seen as following the declarative thinking and AST-embedded data structures principles more closely. But defining the pred attribute is fairly complex, and the solution might be less efficient than the map attribute because of the many small attributes that need to be evaluated.

An example of adjusting the border between imperative code and attributes is code generation. In a more declarative design, the code can be a synthesized attribute at the root node that is accessed and printed to a file by the main program. In a more imperative design, code generation can be a side-effectful method that traverses the AST, using attributes to compute code and printing it to a file during the traversal.

4 Patterns

We wanted to identify a number of RAG patterns that solve commonly occurring problems, that are not completely trivial, and that consequently help practitioners take the “next step” in learning about JastAdd RAGs—after reading introductory tutorials and mastering the basics of how different attribute kinds work.

We did not attempt to create a pattern language [Alexander 1977], covering the complete domain of language implementation. Rather, a key source of inspiration were the 23 object-oriented design patterns, where a few objects and methods interact in a “microarchitecture” [Gamma et al. 1995]. In a similar way, we describe microarchitectures with a few AST nodes and attributes.

To identify the patterns, we started with a brainstorming session with JastAdd developers to document all patterns and anti-patterns they knew about. Then we systematically checked articles describing RAG mechanisms, and experience papers discussing language tools built with JastAdd. We also looked at course material (in particular the Compilers course, EDAN65, given at Lund University).
Table 1. Patterns, (A)ttribution mechanisms used, and Usage. Mechanisms are ↑ (synthesized), ↓ (inherited), → (higher-order), () (parameterized), i (intrinsic reference), b (broadcasting), o (equation overriding), and I (attribute interface).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pattern</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>Usage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P1: Lookup</td>
<td>↑(), ↑(), ↓(), b</td>
<td>Name lookup</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2: Local map</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td>Name lookup</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3: Expected type</td>
<td>↑(), ↓</td>
<td>Type analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4: Double dispatch subtype comparison</td>
<td>↑(), o</td>
<td>Type analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5: Reified structure</td>
<td>→()</td>
<td>Reification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P6: Null higher-order attributes (HOAs)</td>
<td>→, ↓, b</td>
<td>Reification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P7: On-demand loading</td>
<td>→()</td>
<td>Reification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P8: Local compile-time instantiation</td>
<td>→, i</td>
<td>Expansion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P9: Shared compile-time instantiation</td>
<td>→(), i</td>
<td>Expansion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P10: Desugaring via HOA</td>
<td>→</td>
<td>Expansion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P11: Plugin component via interfaces</td>
<td>I, o</td>
<td>Reuse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P12: Plugin component via HOA</td>
<td>→, i</td>
<td>Reuse</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Out of around 20 candidate patterns, we decided on 12 that we deemed to be the most interesting ones, and that would be the most useful to practitioners, as shown in Table 1. As seen from the table, we have introduced a few main groups of usage to give some organization of the patterns. For each pattern, we also list the key attribute mechanisms used in the pattern.

We noted that there were some attribute mechanisms that did not turn up in any of the patterns, notably collection attributes, circular attributes, and rewrites. The reason is that we deemed the canonical examples for these mechanisms to be sufficient documentation. However, including these examples as patterns is something that could be considered for future work.

For each pattern, we show a structure diagram with nodes and attributes, illustrating a typical use of the pattern. The node and attribute names correspond to roles in the pattern. In applying the pattern, there could be several different node types or attributes that correspond to the same role, similar to how ordinary object-oriented design patterns work.

4.1 Lookup (P1)

**Intent**: Specify name analysis in a flexible way.

**Structure**: (see Figure 3)

- Each Use node connects to a declaration, by a reference attribute ↑dec1
- ↑dec1 is implemented using an inherited attribute ↑lookup(id), parameterized with the identifier
- A node with the Scope role implements scope rules. It can introduce specific scopes implemented by synthesized attributes, like ↑localLookup(id) for a local scope. It can provide equations for ↑lookup of its descendents, where it can delegate to other specific scopes, like ↑local1Lookup, and to a context Scope by using its own ↑lookup attribute.

**Variants**: While the example structure shows only nested scopes, Scope nodes can also define attributes by delegating to specific scopes in distant Scope nodes referred to by reference attributes. This can be used, for example, to handle inheritance. Multiple overlapping name spaces (for different-kind names) are typically handled by repeating the pattern for each separate name space. Overloading can be handled by letting ↑lookup return a set of declarations that is later disambiguated. Declare-before-use for children in a list is handled by using the child index in the ↑lookup equation. If different children have different visibility rules, different ↑lookup equations can be given for them.

**Discussion**: The pattern is a typical example of using an AST-embedded data structure, with both the name bindings and scope rules embedded as attributes in the AST. The pattern is structure-shy in that the ↑lookup definitions use broadcasting, allowing nodes between Uses and Scopes to be ignored. The pattern differs from the “Environment” pattern in traditional attribute grammars, where all visible names for a given node are defined as an inherited attribute ↑env. The Environment pattern typically uses an abstract data type with an elaborate implementation to share and update similar environments [Kastens and Waite 1991], and thus does not follow the AST-embedded data structure principle.

**Examples**: This pattern is used in virtually any JastAdd-based compiler, and is discussed in [Ekman and Hedin 2007b].

4.2 Local Map (P2)

**Intent**: Replace search by map to improve performance.

**Structure**: (see Figure 4)
• In the Lookup pattern, the simplest way to implement a \texttt{\textasciigrave{localLookup}} attribute is to linearly search a subtree for a particular name. The subtree will then be searched once for each different name that is queried.

• In the Local Map pattern, the \texttt{\textasciigrave{localMap}} queries a \texttt{\textasciigrave{localLookup}} attribute instead of doing the search. The \texttt{\textasciigrave{localMap}} attribute traverses the subtree to compute a map with all local declarations. Because of memoization, this computation is done at most once. This improves complexity from quadratic to linear.

**Discussion:** This pattern can be ignored for toy languages, but is important for real tools. It trades off a bit of the AST-embedded data structure principle to gain performance.

**Examples:** This pattern is used in production-quality compilers like ExtendJ and JModelica.org. See, e.g., the attribute \texttt{\textasciigrave{TypeDecl.localFieldsMap}} in the API documentation of ExtendJ. Another example use is in one of the RAG-based implementations of the train benchmark by Mey et al. [2020b].

4.3 Expected Type (P3)

**Intent:** Simplify type checks by performing them in expressions rather than in the context.

**Structure:** (see Figure 5)

- Each expression has an attribute \texttt{\textasciigrave{\uparrow type}} describing the actual type, computed from subexpressions or variables.
- Each expression has an attribute \texttt{\textasciigrave{\downarrow expectedType}} describing the type expected by the context.
- The actual and expected types should be compatible. Incompatibilities can be reported as compile-time errors. Compatible types that are different can be used for generating type-conversion code, e.g., from ints to floats.
- The checks and conversions can be performed in the expression instead of in the context which simplifies the specification.

**Examples:** This is a classical pattern in attribute grammars, and is described in [Ablas 1991]. Examples can be found in the Oberon-0 compilers in JastAdd [Fors and Hedin 2015] and Kiama [Sloane and Roberts 2015]. A concrete example is shown below, where the expected type for the right-hand side expression of an assignment depends on the type of the left-hand side variable:

```
// Abstract grammar production:
Assignment ::= Var Expr

Assignment.Expr.expectedType = Assignment.Var.type
```

![Figure 4. Local Map (P2)](image)

![Figure 5. Expected Type (P3)](image)

4.4 Double-Dispatch Subtype Comparison (P4)

**Intent:** Specify subtype comparison in an extensible way.

**Structure:** (see Figure 6)

- The types in the implemented language are represented by an AST class Type, and subclasses thereof, e.g., IntType, FloatType, etc. (T1, T2 in the diagram).
- To check if one type is a subtype of another, Type nodes have an attribute \texttt{\textasciigrave{\uparrow isSubtypeOf}}. The implementation uses double dispatch to disambiguate the two types.
- Each Type subclass, say T1, introduces an attribute \texttt{\textasciigrave{\uparrow isSupertypeOfT1(t)}} with the default value false. Any type that might be a supertype of T1 provides an equation for this attribute. This way, unrelated types can rely on the default behavior.
- Each class T implements \texttt{\textasciigrave{\uparrow isSubtypeOf}} by simply delegating to \texttt{\textasciigrave{\uparrow t.isSupertypeOfT1(this)}} thereby implementing the double dispatch.
- Extending the language with a new type, say T2, can be done in a separate aspect, providing the \texttt{\textasciigrave{\uparrow isSubtypeOf(t)}} equation, the \texttt{\textasciigrave{\uparrow isSupertypeOfT2(t)}} attribute and equations for it, as well as equations for \texttt{\textasciigrave{\uparrow isSupertypeOfX(t)}} for any type X that T2 might be a supertype to.

**Examples:** This pattern is based on the general double dispatch pattern [Ingalls 1986]. It is used for type checking in several JastAdd compilers, including the ExtendJ Java compiler [Ekman and Hedin 2007b]. The pattern avoids having to list all possible type combinations by viewing types as a
lattice and providing default equations. For handling sub-type comparison of classes, equations look at the inheritance chain. An example of a modular extension using this pattern is the addition of non-null types for Java in [Ekman and Hedin 2007a].

Discussion: This pattern is a clear example of the AST-embedded data structure principle, where types are represented as AST nodes, and the type comparison implemented as attributes.

4.5 Reified Structure (P5)

Intent: Make implicit elements explicit.

Structure: (see Figure 7)

- Make predefined implicit elements explicit by defining them as higher-order attributes (HOAs), typically in the root of the AST. Examples of predefined elements could be type definitions for primitive types, like `IntType`, `FloatType`, etc. For a Java compiler, another example could be the predefined class `Object`.

- Make the reified elements available throughout the AST using inherited attributes.

Variants: In the diagram, the inherited attribute `↑lookup` (from the Lookup pattern) is used for making the reified types available throughout the AST. Another variant is to use an inherited reference attribute `↓root` referring to the root node, and broadcast it throughout the AST, so all nodes can easily access the reified structures via that attribute. In some cases, reified structures are local, and placed in specific nodes instead of in the root.

Examples: This pattern is used in virtually all JastAdd compilers. For example, ExtendJ has a root node, `Program`, with a HOA `→getPrimitiveCompilationUnit` that contains all primitive types. An example of a local reified structure is the extension of Java with Non-Null types. A Non-Null version of each class type is reified and placed as a HOA of the normal class type [Ekman and Hedin 2007b].

4.6 Null Higher-Order Attribute (P6)

Intent: Simplify the specification by reifying missing elements and using the null object pattern.

Structure: (see Figure 8)

- Instead of using null to represent missing elements, like the missing declaration of an undeclared variable, reify the missing element as a HOA in the root, using the Reified Structure pattern. Typically call it `unknownDecl` or `unknownType`.

- Make the type of the HOA a subtype of the general kind of element, e.g., `Decl` or `Type`.

- Add attributes to the HOA subtype so that it can be treated just like an ordinary element. Typically implement the attributes to be as permissive as possible to avoid that errors are propagated. E.g., for a missing type, make it compatible with all other types.

- This pattern allows client code to be simplified by not having to distinguish between missing and real elements.

Examples: This pattern is based on the Null Object pattern [Woolf 1997]. It is used in most JastAdd compilers, and is discussed in [Hedin and Magnusson 2003]. As an example, the JastAdd implementation of Oberon-0 uses the pattern for missing types (but not for missing declarations) [Fors and Hedin 2015].

4.7 On-Demand Loading (P7)

Intent: Dynamically load files depending on usage.

Structure: (see Figure 9)

- During analysis of a file, dependencies on other files may be discovered, making it necessary to load those files in order to proceed with the analysis. To specify this in a declarative way, use a parameterized HOA.

- The parameterized HOA is typically placed in the root, using the Reified Structure pattern. The parameter specifies which file to load. When the attribute is accessed, the file is read and parsed into an AST subtree.
Due to memoization, multiple accesses of the same file will reuse the same subtree.

**Examples:** This pattern is used in ExtendJ where both source code files and bytecode files can be loaded dynamically. The attribute is called `Program.getLibCompilationUnit` and is parameterized with the fully qualified type name. The dynamically loaded source files are also checked for errors. This is implemented using robust iterators [Kofler 1993] over the HOA arguments, since the checks might cause more source files to be loaded.

### 4.8 Local Compile-Time Instantiation (P8)

**Intent:** Instantiate and expand definitions at use sites.

**Structure:** (see Figure 10)

- For uses of macro-like definitions where compile-time instantiation is needed, use a HOA to represent the expanded instance of the definition.
- The HOA subtree might have an intrinsic reference attribute pointing back to the definition, to share information common to all instances.

**Examples:** The modeling language Modelica has compile-time instantiation of objects, and complex typing rules that allow the structure of objects to be changed at the object allocation site. This is solved using this pattern in the JModelica compiler [Åkesson et al. 2010b]. This pattern is also used for visualization and data-flow analysis for the automation language Bloqqi, which has compile-time instantiation of blocks [Fors 2016].

### 4.9 Shared Compile-Time Instantiation (P9)

**Intent:** Instantiate a specialized variant of a definition and share it between uses of the same variant.

**Structure:** (see Figure 11)

- For parameterizable definitions, like generic types, use a parameterized HOA to represent the different variants used. Multiple uses of the same variant reuse (point to) the same HOA subtree.
- Similar to P8, a HOA subtree might have an intrinsic reference attribute pointing back to the definition, to share information common to all variants.

**Examples:** Generics in Java are solved using this pattern in ExtendJ. A generic class has a higher-order attribute that creates a specialized variant of the class with field and method declarations, where the type parameters are substituted with the type arguments. However, the class variants do not include method bodies, since Java uses type erasure for code generation, but reuses these from the original class definition. The attribute is called `GenericTypeDecl.lookupParTypeDecl`. The technique is described in [Ekman and Hedin 2007b].

### 4.10 Desugaring via HOA (P10)

**Intent:** Translate new language construct to core language.

**Structure:** (see Figure 12)

- For a new language construct, use a HOA (e.g., `desugared`) to construct a semantically equivalent subtree using the core language.
- The original sugared construct can delegate some computations to the desugared variant, e.g., code generation.
- Other computations, like error reporting, can be done in terms of the original sugared variant, to not confuse the user of the language.

**Examples:** An example of this pattern is the ExtendJ implementation of `Try With Resources` that was added in Java 7. The pattern is applied to transform the statement into a regular `Try` statement, in order to reuse code generation [Öqvist and Hedin 2013]. Another example is the JastAdd and Silver Oberon-0 compilers [Fors and Hedin 2015; Kaminski and Van Wyk 2015], where `CASE` statements are desugared to `IFS`, and `FOR` to `WHILE` for code generation. For the Silver implementation, the delegating equations can be left out,
4.11 Plugin Component via Interfaces (P11)

**Intent:** Create a generic component that can be reused for different languages.

**Structure:** (see Figure 13)

- A generic component can be defined by specifying interfaces with attribute declarations and equations. To apply the component, add the interfaces to selected classes in the source language.
- The classes can provide equations that define attributes and override equations in the interface, and thereby adapt the behavior to the language.

**Examples:** An implementation of intra-procedural control and dataflow uses this pattern [Söderberg et al. 2013]: An interface CFGNode captures the general behavior of a node in a control-flow graph, with \( \uparrow \text{succ} \) and \( \uparrow \text{pred} \) attributes. Default equations make it easy to apply and adapt the module to a specific language. The dataflow component builds on the control-flow component and defines, e.g., liveness as attributes on the CFGNode interface.

Another use of this pattern is scope rule attribution modules as discussed by Kastens and Waite [1994]. They used syntax-independent nonterminal symbols that correspond to interfaces, and supported overriding of equations.

**Discussion:** A limitation of this pattern is that a component can only be applied once for a language. For example, it might be desirable to construct two control-flow graphs but with different granularity. This is not supported by this pattern since a class can only implement an interface once.

4.12 Plugin Component via Higher-Order Attributes (P12)

**Intent:** Create a generic component that can be reused for different languages.

**Structure:** (see Figure 14)

- Define a generic component with an abstract grammar and attributes. The component is reused by creating a mapping from the source language to the abstract grammar in the reusable component. The mapping creates a subtree that is attached to the source AST as a higher-order attribute, with possible intrinsic reference attributes pointing back to the source AST.

**Examples:** This core ideas in this pattern were described by [Saraiva 2002], but for grammars without reference attributes. [Mey et al. 2020a] describes the full pattern with back links using reference attributes, and shows how it can be used for developing language independent components for cycle detection analysis and variable shadowing analysis.

**Discussion:** In comparison to P11, this pattern does not have the same limitations, since a component can be applied multiple times to the same language by defining different mappings. It is, however, a bit more heavyweight than P11 in that defining a grammar mapping may be more work than just applying interfaces.

5 Empirical Study

To better understand how well the proposed principles and patterns capture use of JastAdd RAGs, we performed an exploratory empirical study with 14 practitioners. We sought to answer the following research questions:

**RQ1** How do practitioners learn to use JastAdd RAGs?

**RQ2** How do practitioners develop JastAdd RAGs in practice?

**RQ3** To what extent do practitioners follow the presented principles?

**RQ4** To what extent do practitioners use the presented patterns?

5.1 Methodology

We ran four semi-structured focus groups [Kontio et al. 2008] with participants from industry and academia. Each focus group was run as a two-hour session with the following structure: a presentation of around an hour about the principles and patterns proposed in this paper\(^1\), a short break, and then a focus group for approximately an hour using the interview protocol included in Appendix A. Our questions covered use of JastAdd RAGs, and in that context principles and patterns. For use of JastAdd RAGs we encouraged participants to help us identify potential improvements of the tool and tell us about issues.

During the focus group session, the first author of the paper gave the presentation, while the second author ran the\(^1\)Some patterns and principles were renamed after the focus groups; P8 was called ‘Compile-time instantiation’, P9 was called ‘Definition variant’, P11 was called ‘Attribute interfaces’, P12 was called ‘Augment AST with reusable subtrees’. The principle of AST-embedded data structure was previously called ‘The AST is the data structure’.
focus group (with the first author taking notes). One focus group was carried out in person, while three were carried out over video. All focus groups were recorded to complement the taken notes. The resulting material from the focus groups was analyzed by the first and second author and summarized with key observations.

The composition of the focus groups is illustrated in Figure 15, showing the experience of the participants and the division of participants between industry and academia. Participants were identified via past and current collaborations of the authors. The specific composition of each group was dependent on who volunteered to participate at each contacted collaborator, where a contact person would ask around among colleagues. While we strived to get different kinds of groups in terms of industry/academia and beginner/experienced, we did not aim for a specific composition within each focus group.

**Threats to Validity** In recruiting participants for the focus groups, there may be selection bias in who decided to participate and sampling bias in our selection of people to contact. For the latter, we aimed to vary the experience of participants and their affiliation (industry vs. academia). We further aimed for focus groups of at least three participants [Kontio et al. 2008] but ended up with one smaller group (AExp). We also planned for in-person focus groups but had to run all but the first over video due to unexpected circumstances (covid-19). The final focus groups may not be representative for all users of JastAdd RAGs, but we tried to get variation to cover different kinds of users (industry / academia, novice / experienced). To compensate for response bias, we encouraged participants to give frank feedback about issues and we told them we wanted to identify ways of improving the JastAdd system. Our study further focuses on JastAdd RAGs and may not generalize to other RAG systems.

### 5.2 Results

In the following subsections, we address each research question and list key observations.

#### 5.2.1 RQ1: How do Practitioners Learn to Use JastAdd RAGs?

Several participants mentioned that they have learned about JastAdd RAGs in a compiler course (INov, IExp, AMix), and beyond that primarily from looking at examples (INov, AMix), for instance, from the ExtendJ compiler. They further mention that they talk to colleagues, via conversations (AMix) or code review (INov), and they may also inspect the Java code generated by JastAdd (AMix).

**Observation 1:** Participants learn from examples, collegial knowledge, and by inspecting the generated Java code.

When trying to understand a JastAdd RAG, participants mention a couple of pain-points having to do with documentation and tool support. They mentioned that it can be difficult to locate attributes (AExp) and there is no support for code browsing (INov). As a reaction to the difficulty of reading someone else’s JastAdd RAG, one participant said “it is easier if you have written everything yourself” (INov). On the specification level, participants mention a lack of documentation of features, for instance, for how interfaces work (AMix), or interaction between features, for instance, how HOAs are traversed (IExp). They also mention that “rewrites are difficult to understand” (IExp) and that collection attributes may be computed in unexpected ways.

**Observation 2:** Participants lack support to more easily understand a JastAdd RAG specification, and the hidden details of how the declarative specification is evaluated may hinder adoption of features.

#### 5.2.2 RQ2: How do Practitioners Develop JastAdd RAGs in Practice?

For this question we analyzed the focus group results with regard to common software development activities; documenting, coding, and testing.

**Documenting** Participants mention that it can be difficult to locate attributes (AExp), but also express appreciation for available tools helping with documentation of attributes2 (AExp). One participant mentioned that the company may require models such as sequence diagrams for a system and expressed uncertainty about how to create such diagrams for a JastAdd RAG (INov).

**Observation 3:** Participants appreciate existing tool support for documentation, but struggle to document and model RAG artifacts to comply with company standards.

**Coding** Participants in three of the groups develop JastAdd RAGs together (INov, IExp, AExp), with the industry groups (INov, IExp) using software development practices like code review. In the remaining academic group, participants primarily develop JastAdd RAGs separately, but discuss with colleagues to solve issues. In the experienced industry group (IExp), the team has developed practices manifesting as antipatterns. They especially mention two antipatterns; 1) ‘don’t put cached attributes on nodes that occur a lot in the AST’, due to the added memory cost, and 2) ‘don’t use rewrites’, they are nice but tricky to understand.

**Observation 4:** Practitioners in industry collaborate on joint RAG specifications to a larger extent than in academia, and develop antipatterns.

Participants express appreciation over the possibility to use Java tooling, for instance, for debugging, but they also miss tool support for JastAdd RAGs and mention some issues due to this. For instance, the difficulty of locating attributes

---

2JastAdd RAGs can be documented via tools generating documentation for attributes in a style similar to Javadoc.
is mentioned as something that may lead to code duplication (AExp). Another participant mentions using the IntelliJ IDE for Java but that, for instance, code completion doesn’t work very well because it exposes a lot of internal generated methods (AExp). Participants would also appreciate more support for aspects, for instance, to show dependencies between aspects (AExp).

**Observation 5:** Participants would like more tool support, especially for locating of attributes, editor services like code completion, and support for seeing dependencies between aspects.

Participants experience a lack of convention for how to manage aspects and find refactorings challenging. One participant mentioned that it can be difficult to structure files with aspects and to know where to put attributes, with the end result being that things are being renamed and moved around a lot (INov). Difficulties to refactor or change a RAG was also mentioned; aspects can be difficult to refactor due to the lack of dependency information (AMix), a grammar change may lead to a lot of equation updates (AExp), and switching between a rewrite or a HOA solution can be difficult when equations need to be added (AMix).

**Observation 6:** Participants lack coding conventions for JastAdd RAGs, especially on the aspect level, and refactoring a JastAdd RAG can be challenging.

**Testing** Participants mentioned how they test their JastAdd RAG and related this to other testing that they do in their software development (INov), for instance, while they typically use unit tests for testing of Java classes, they rarely do this for their RAG. Instead, they primarily use acceptance and function tests. They further mention that they have difficulty expressing test coverage for JastAdd code due to uncertainty about to what extent they should test generated internal code.

**Observation 7:** Participants find it unclear how to best test a RAG artifact and how to comply with company standards for testing.

### 5.2.3 RQ3: To What Extent do Practitioners Follow the Presented Principles?

Reviewing the results from the focus groups with each principle in mind they reason about declarative thinking and structure-shy in particular, while they mention no issues with using AST-embedded data structures, which they appear to accept as natural when using JastAdd RAGs.

**Observation 8:** Practitioners appear to embrace using AST-embedded data structures.

**Declarative thinking** The extent with which participants reason about problems declaratively varies and appears to correlate with experience. One group expressed their way of reasoning about solutions as "attributes - that’s how we solve problems" (IExp), while another group expressed appreciation for gradually being able to adopt declarative concepts (INov). The gradual adoption was also expressed as an active choice to incur technical debt in order to get deliverables ready (INov). Another case where participants decide to not use a declarative specification is when they want to stay close to a documented imperative algorithm (IExp). In addition, the notion of backsliding into imperative Java code was expressed as something that easily happened (AMix).
Table 2. Use of patterns, summarized for each focus group. Y (for Yes) means used and W (for Want) means that they would like to use a pattern but haven’t yet.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>11</th>
<th>12</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INov</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>W</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IExp</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMix</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AExp</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Observation 9: Practitioners gradually embrace declarative thinking by partly using imperative code, or actively use imperative code to stay closer to a documented imperative algorithm.

Structure-shy specification Participants generally write structure-shy specifications but mention that they may step away from a structure-shy specification for performance reasons (AExp, IExp). Especially circular attributes and collection attributes was mentioned as not providing the needed performance; the fix-point evaluation sometimes used unnecessary iterations for circular attributes (AExp), or because too many nodes were visited when computing collection attributes (IExp). The combination of circular collection attributes was also mentioned as having performance issues (AExp). In addition, one group mentioned using getParent more than they should, and expressed a wish to become more proficient in using inherited attributes (INov).

Observation 10: Practitioners step away from using circular attributes and collection attributes to improve performance.

5.2.4 RQ4: To What Extent do Practitioners Use the Presented Patterns? The patterns used and the patterns that participants would like to use, as mentioned during the focus groups, are summarized in Table 2. We summarize the content in the table with the following observation:

Observation 11: All groups have used the lookup patterns (P1, P2), and the number of patterns used increase with more experience, but even more so in a research setting.

As listed in Table 2, several participants (INov, AMix, AExp) mentioned patterns that they would like to use. One participant (AExp) summarized their view on the patterns as "this pattern list would be useful to have earlier", referring to when they started to use JastAdd.

Observation 12: The list of patterns appears to aid participants in becoming aware of new patterns, but the applicability of patterns varies - with more applicability at the top of the list than at the bottom.

Participants were generally positive about the listed patterns, but some participants (INov) asked for more examples of when some of them (P8, P9, P10) should be used and mentioned that some did not feel as relevant to them (P11, P12). The latter two patterns, the reuse patterns (P11, P12), were also referred to as being more on a meta level and more abstract by other participants (AExp). As an observation, one participant further pointed out that there are no patterns involving rewrites or circular attributes (INov), and some participants suggested additional possible patterns (AMix); using collection attributes to collect errors, and using inheritance in the type hierarchy to avoid instanceof checks by overriding attributes on subtypes.

6 Related Work

Spinellis [2001] describes design patterns for domain-specific languages (DSLs), identifying different main approaches to implementing DSLs, like Pipeline, Language Extension, and Source-to-Source transformation. These patterns are at a much higher level than our patterns, dealing with architectural choices. Mernik et al. [2005] define additional high-level architectural patterns, splitting them into the development phases of Decision, Analysis, Design, and Implementation.

Parr [2009] defines a number of patterns for language implementation with Java and ANTLR. These patterns are at a similar level as ours in that they discuss how to effectively use a specific tool and paradigm (in this case Java/ANTLR and imperative OOP) in building language tools. Since the patterns are based on imperative programming, several of them deal with tree walking, like Tree Walker, Tree Visitor, and Tree Pattern Matcher, as well as Symbol Table that explains how to traverse the AST in passes to populate a global symbol table.

Cordy [2009] provides a cookbook for how to use the source transformation tool TXL. This work is aimed at approximately the same level as our patterns, namely at how to solve problems once a developer has learned the basics of the specification language. The cookbook does not talk about design patterns, but instead uses the term "coding paradigms", where some are formulated as advice, e.g., Use sequences, not recursion, and some as recipes, e.g., Preserving comment in the output.

Kats et al. [2009] propose using attribute decorators to abstract over common patterns in attribute grammars, and extend the attribute grammar formalism. Examples include defining constructs to avoid copy rules, like the INCLUDING mechanism from [Kastens et al. 1982], as well as collection attributes and circular attributes like in JastAdd. They focus on patterns that can be replaced by language constructs. Most of our patterns don’t immediately stand out as potential new language constructs. However, some of them might be candidates. For example, it might be useful to express our P2 Local Map as a new kind of attribute.
7 Discussion

Reviewing the results of the empirical study, all participants use the presented principles and patterns to some extent. The principles are in some cases used by all (AST-embedded data structures, Observation 8), gradually adopted (declarative thinking, Observation 9), or explicitly not followed to get a specific benefit, like performance or an imperative algorithm (declarative thinking / structure-shy, Observation 10). The patterns are broadly adopted at the top of the list (especially the lookup patterns, Observation 11) and less so towards the bottom (e.g., the reuse patterns, Observation 12). We speculate that the reason may be that the patterns at the end of the list are more abstract and suitable for less common problems, but also more exploratory. This suggests that the patterns towards the top of the list are more mature than those at the bottom.

Further, we saw an interest among participants to try new patterns after becoming aware of them when summarized in the style presented in the paper (Observation 12). We note that participants mention that they primarily learn from examples (Observation 1), but despite having looked at, for instance, the ExtendJ compiler which uses most patterns, they had not been inspired to try these patterns earlier. We see this as an indication that a list of patterns fills a need otherwise not filled by only examples, and we further speculate that summarizing and naming patterns help to clarify whether a pattern is used or not.

Still, more examples are also useful, especially canonical examples of how a certain kind of attribute is to be used, for instance, using collection attributes to gather errors, proposed as a pattern in one focus group. We note that the line between what constitutes a canonical example and a pattern may not always be clear, for instance, desugaring may be considered to be a canonical example of a HOA but we include this as a pattern (P10). Perhaps there should be a notion of maturity of patterns - we leave exploration of this notion to future research.

Moreover, we note that several observations concern a lack of tool support for activities such as documentation (Observation 3), code search and browsing (Observation 5), and refactoring (Observation 6). We see this as an effect of the often limited resources that can be spared for maintenance of open-source tools in academia, but we also see that available (limited) tool support is appreciated (Observation 3). Beyond a lack of tools, we also see a lack of conventions (especially for aspects, Observation 6) and participants mention developing a team practice to avoid anti-patterns (Observation 4). We observe a lack of guidelines for practitioners (Observation 1), and see the presented principles and patterns as a couple of steps in this direction.

Finally, we see the results from the empirical study as indicators that the proposed principles and patterns capture the practice of developing JastAdd RAGs well. However, we also recognize that our study is limited and could be complemented with a more extensive qualitative evaluation and quantitative study of JastAdd RAG code, which we see as possible directions for future research.

8 Conclusions

To address the need to better document accumulated knowledge of RAGs, we have presented principles and patterns for JastAdd-style RAGs, and evaluated them empirically in 4 focus groups with 14 participants, from academia and industry with varying JastAdd RAG experience. We find indicators that the proposed principles and patterns appear to capture the practice of developing JastAdd RAGs well, help practitioners to become aware of useful patterns, and provide a common language to more efficiently reason about the practice of developing JastAdd RAGs. We hope that JastAdd RAG developers find this work useful, and perhaps we can inspire future research in this direction both for other RAG systems and for other formalisms/tools. An interesting line of future research is to investigate if some of the patterns can be generalized to build a common list for all RAG systems.
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A Focus Group Protocol

Introduction:

0 Gathered informed consent from participants.

Questions about participants background:

1 How much experience do you have of software engineering? compiler development? development of JastAdd RAGs?

Questions about working with JastAdd RAGs:

2 What have you used JastAdd RAGs for?
3 What type of problems have you solved with JastAdd RAGs?
4 How did you solve these problems? What was simple? What was tricky? How did you proceed when you had a problem?
5 Are there problems that you haven’t solved and don’t know how to solve?

Questions about principles and patterns:

6 How well do you think the presented principles and patterns describe how you work with JastAdd RAGs?
7 How would you describe your solutions in the form of these patterns?
8 Have you noticed more patterns than the ones we presented?
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